This is an extended comment on a recent work by Gandarias [12] . We show that the so called hidden potential symmetries are ordinary potential symmetries that can be obtained using the method introduced by Bluman and collaborators [4, 5] . In fact, these are ordinary potential symmetries associated to potential systems constructed with conservation laws with non-constant characteristics. Furthermore we classify the conservation laws for classes of porous medium equations and then using the corresponding conserved (potential) systems we search for potential symmetries. This is the approach one needs to adopt in order to determine the complete list of potential symmetries. The provenance of potential symmetries is explained for the porous medium equations using potential equivalence transformations.
Introduction
A Lie symmetry group of a system of differential equations is a group of transformations that depend on continuous parameters and map any solution to another solution of the system. While there is no existing general theory for solving nonlinear equations, employment of the concept of Lie symmetry has been very helpful in determining new exact solutions. Details on the theory of Lie symmetry groups and their applications to differential equations can be found in a number of textbooks. See for example, [4, 19] .
Bluman et al. [4, 5] introduced a method for finding a new class of symmetries for a system of partial differential equations ∆(x, u), in the case that this system has at least one conservation law. If we introduce potential variables v for the equations written in conserved forms as further unknown functions, we obtain a system Z(x, u, v). Any Lie symmetry for Z(x, u, v) induces a symmetry for ∆(x, u). When at least one of the infinitesimals which correspond to the variables x and u depends explicitly on potentials, then the local symmetry of Z(x, u, v) induces a nonlocal symmetry of ∆(x, u). These nonlocal symmetries are called potential symmetries. More details about potential symmetries and their applications can be found in Refs. [4, 6, 7] .
It is known [21] that the equivalence group for a class of systems of differential equations or the symmetry group for a single system can be prolonged to potential variables. It is natural to use these prolonged equivalence groups for classification of possible potential symmetries. In view of this statement we will classify potential symmetries of evolution equations up to the (trivial) prolongation of their equivalence groups to the corresponding potentials.
For partial differential equations in two independent variables, t and x, the general form of conservation laws is D t F (t, x, u (r) ) + D x G(t, x, u (r) ) = 0,
where D t and D x are the total derivatives with respect to t and x. The components F and G of the conserved vector (F, G) are called the density and the flux of the conservation law. In a recent paper, Gandarias [12] claims that she found hidden potential symmetries for some classes of evolution equations. Here we show that these symmetries are usual potential symmetries that can be derived using Bluman's method. In fact, Gandarias' way of construction potential systems is a particular case of finding characteristics of conservation laws of order zero and the so-called hidden potential symmetries are usual potential symmetries associated to potential systems constructed with conservation laws whose characteristics are non-constant. Furthermore the potential symmetries derived in [12] can also be found in [17, 23, 26] . In the subsequent analysis, we examine each evolution equation that considered in [12] in more details. We also consider a class of porous medium equations which was stated in [12] , but potential symmetries were not derived.
In the present work we employ the direct method for determining conservation laws which was introduced in [21] . A complete classification of potential symmetries can be achieved by considering all potential systems that correspond to the conservation laws. In the next four sections we use classes of porous medium equations as examples and find the first generation of potential symmetries. In the end of section 2 and in section 6 we present applications of potential equivalence transformations, in particular, to establishing a connection between potential and Lie symmetries and to the exhaustive description of potential symmetries of linearizable diffusion equations.
Inhomogeneous diffusion equations
At first, we consider the variable coefficient nonlinear diffusion equation
Using the transformationt = t,x = dx g(x) ,ũ = u, we can reduce equation (2) tõ
wheref (x) = g(x)f (x). That is why, without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to the investigation of the equation
Any transformation from the equivalence group G ∼ of class (3) has the form
where δ i , i = 1, . . . , 5, are arbitrary constants, δ 1 δ 2 δ 3 = 0.
Theorem 1. The generalized equivalence groupĜ ∼ of class (3) under the condition n = −1 is formed by the transformations
where δ j , j = 1, . . . , 7, are arbitrary constants, δ 1 δ 7 = 0 and δ 3 δ 6 − δ 4 δ 5 = ±1. For n = −1 transformations from the groupĜ ∼ take the form
where δ j , j = 1, . . . , 6, are arbitrary constants, δ 1 δ 3 δ 5 = 0.
Since the parameter n is an invariant of all admissible transformations in class (3), this class can be presented as the union of disjoint subclasses where each from the subclasses corresponds to a fixed value of n. This representation allows us to give the interpretation of the generalized equivalence groupĜ ∼ as a family of the usual conditional equivalence groups of the subclasses parameterized with n.
The conservation laws for the class (3) are stated in the following theorem:
The space of local conservation laws of any equation of form (3) with n = 0 is two-dimensional and spanned by conservation laws with the conserved vectors (f u, −u n u x ) and ( xf u, −xu n u x + u n du ). The space of local conservation laws of the linear equation f u t = u xx (n = 0) is infinite-dimensional and spanned by ( αf u, −αu x + α x u ). Here α = α(t, x) runs through the solution set of the linear equation f α t + α xx = 0.
Up to G ∼ -equivalence, these conservation laws give rise to the following inequivalent potential systems for equations (3) with n = 0:
Systems 1 and 2 are associated with the conservation laws having the characteristics 1 and x, respectively. The united system 3 corresponds to the whole space of conservation laws. The generalized equivalence groupĜ ∼ prolonged to potentials establishes additional equivalence between potential systems. Thus, in the case n = −1 the transformatioñ
maps systems 1 and 2 to systems 2 and 1 in the tilde variables withf = |x|
n+1 f (x −1 ), respectively. Systems 1 and 2 areĜ ∼ -inequivalent iff n = −1.
System (17) of [12] with g = x ±2 is a partial case of the above system 2, and all symmetries obtained in [12] are nothing but usual potential symmetries derived previously in [17, 26] .
Potential symmetries of equation (3), associated with system 1, were first obtained in [24, 25] , see also [2, 4, 5] for the constant coefficient case f = 1. There exist two inequivalent equations of form (3) admitting such nonlocal symmetries. Below we adduce the values of arbitrary elements together with bases of the corresponding maximal Lie invariance algebras.
1.1. f = 1, n = −2:
Here and below ϕ = ϕ(t, v 1 ) is an arbitrary solution of the linear heat equation
Potential symmetries of equation (3) associated with system 2 were first investigated in [26] (see also [17] ). Up to the equivalence group G ∼ , there exist exactly two cases of equations in class (3) admitting such potential symmetries:
Here and below ψ = ψ(t, v 2 ) is an arbitrary solution of the linear heat equation ψ t = ψ v 2 v 2 . By transformation (5), cases 2.1 and 2.2 are reduced to cases 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. For the precise reduction 2.2 → 1.2 the transformationt =t,x = c 1 + c 2x ,û = c −1 2ũ from G ∼ has to be additionally carried out.
The united system 3 is equivalent to the second-level potential system
constructed from system 1 using its conserved vector (v, − u n du), and w = xv 1 −v 2 . Nontrivial G ∼ -inequivalent cases of potential symmetries associated with system (6) are exhausted by the following ones:
Here v 2 = xv 1 − w. By transformation (5) which is re-written for v 1 and w asṽ 1 = w sign x − |x|v 1 andw = |x| −1 w, cases 3.3 and 3.4 are reduced to cases 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
The linear equation f u t = u xx (n = 0) possesses an infinite series of potential systems of the form
. . , k, where k ≥ 1 and α i = α i (t, x) are arbitrary linearly independent solutions of the linear equation f α t + α xx = 0. For the classification of potential symmetries of linear parabolic equations (in particular, the investigation of Lie symmetries of system 4) we refer the reader to [23] .
The appearance of nontrivial potential symmetries for equations from class (3) can be easily explained using transformations involving potentials and called potential equivalence transformations (PETs), cf. [22] . It is sufficient to consider only the potential hodograph transformatioñ
andṽ 2 = v 2 (resp.w = w). Under transformation (7), system 1 is mapped to the system
Since transformation (7) is a point transformation in the space of variables supplemented with the potentials, it establishes an isomorphism between maximal Lie invariance algebras of systems 1 and (8). Note that transformation (7) is an involution, i.e., it coincides with its inverse. If f = 1 and n = −2, system (8) coincides with the potential system of the linear heat equationũt =ũxx, associated with the characteristic 1. The potential systems of the linear heat equation are exhausted by the potential systems of form 4 with f = 1 [21, 23] . Therefore, the whole set of potential systems (of all levels) of the u −2 -diffusion equation
consists of the images of the potential systems of the linear heat equation, constructed with the tuples of characteristics including the characteristic 1 as the first element, with respect to transformation (7) identically prolonged to the other potentials. The maximal level of potentials and potential systems equals two. All properties of potential symmetries of the u −2 -diffusion equation follow from the corresponding properties of the linear heat equation. In particular, Proposition 12 of [23] implies that the u −2 -diffusion equation admits an infinite series {g p , p ∈ N} of potential symmetry algebras. For any p ∈ N the algebra g p is of strictly p-th potential order and is associated with p-tuples of the linearly independent lowest degree polynomial solutions of the backward heat equation. Moreover, each algebra g p is isomorphic to the maximal Lie invariance algebra of linear heat equation. The case 3.1 is a specification of the above general frame, corresponding to the pair (1, x) of the simplest solutions of the linear heat equation.
If f = x −4/3 and n = −2, system (8) is equivalent to theṽ −4/3 -diffusion equatioñ vt = (ṽ −4/3ṽx )x. The power nonlinearity of degree −4/3 is a well-known case of Lie symmetry extension from the Ovsiannikov's group classification of nonlinear diffusion equations [20] . Each Lie symmetry of system (8) is the first-order prolongation, with respect to x, of a Lie symmetry of theṽ −4/3 -diffusion equation. Each Lie symmetry of theṽ −4/3 -diffusion equation is prolonged to a Lie symmetry of system (8) and then mapped, by transformation (7), to a Lie symmetry of the system 1 with f = x −4/3 and n = −2. Therefore, the Lie invariance algebra of case 1.2 is isomorphic to the Lie invariance algebra of theṽ −4/3 -diffusion equation.
If f = 1 and n = −2/3, system (8) coincides with the potential system of theũ −4/3 -diffusion equationũt = (ũ −4/3ũx )x, associated with the characteristic 1. The nontrivial Lie symmetry operator x 2 ∂ x − 3xu∂ u of this equation cannot be prolonged to a single potential. This is why the corresponding case of potential symmetry of equations from class (3) arises only under consideration of the united potential system 3 having two potential variables.
A porous medium equation
The second class, examined in [12] , consists of porous medium equations having the form
However, all possible potential symmetries of these equations where n = 0 were classified in [16, 17] . Thus, in the case m = n, considered in [12] , any equation (9) is reduced by the transformation [14, 15] 
to the equation of form (3) with f (x) = 1 n e 2 R h/ndx andñ = n − 1. Potential symmetries of the equations from class (3) are presented in Section 2.
The Fokker-Planck equation
The class of the Fokker-Planck equations
admits the generalized extended equivalence group formed by the transformations
where
is an arbitrary solution of (10) .
Each local conservation law of (10) is canonically represented by a conserved vector of the form (αu, −αu x + (α x − αf )u), where α = α(t, x) is an arbitrary solution of the adjoint equation α t + α xx − f α x = 0. Then, any potential system of (10), which is essential for finding potential symmetries, has the form [23] 
where k ∈ N and α i = α i (t, x), i = 1, . . . , k, are arbitrary linearly independent solutions of the adjoint equation. System (43) of [12] is a partial case of the above system with k = 1 and α depending only on x. As above mentioned, the description of all potential systems and potential symmetries of the (1+1)-dimensional linear parabolic equations is given in [23] .
A second porous medium equation
In [12] the porous medium equations of the form
with n = 0 was stated without considering its potential symmetries. We employ this class of equations in order to give the basic steps for determining the first generation of potential symmetries.
The equivalence group G ∼ of class (11) is formed by the transformations
where δ i , i = 1, . . . , 4, are arbitrary constants, δ 1 δ 3 = 0. Additionally, the subclass singled out from (11) by the condition m = n can be mapped to the subclass consisting of the equations
by the transformatioñ
We present the conservation laws for (11) and the subsequent potential systems.
Theorem 3. Any equation from class (11) has the conservation law of form (1) whose density and flow are, respectively,
A complete list of G ∼ -inequivalent equations (11) having additional (i.e. linear independent with (13)) conservation laws is exhausted by the following ones 2. m = n = 1 :
where ε = ±1 mod G ∼ , α = α(t, x) and β = β(t, These conservation laws can be used for the construction of potential systems that lead to potential symmetries for the equation (11) .
Here we consider only the first generation of potential systems (i.e., potential systems with one potential variable, constructed with usage of conserved vectors of basis conservation laws) of equations from class (11), having the form
Cases 6 and 7 of Theorem 3 can be excluded from the investigation since they concern linear equations studied in [23] . Then, the equations of case 2 are reducible to diffusion equations of form (3) by transformation (12) . The equations of cases 4 and 5 are reducible to the constant coefficient diffusion equationũt = (ũ n )xx by means of the Galilei transformatioñ t = t,x = x + t,ũ = u and the transformatioñ t = 1 ε(n+1) e ε(n+1)t , n = −1, t, n = −1,x = e εt x,ũ = e −εt u, respectively. Therefore, we have to investigate only two potential systems
corresponding to cases 1 and 3 of Theorem 3. (To distinguish the potential introduced, we denote the second potential by v * .) Lie point symmetries of the potential system (14) give nontrivial potential symmetries of equation (11) in the following cases:
2. f = εx ln |x|, ε = ±1, n = −1, m = 1:
Here α = α(t, x) and β = β(t, v) run through the solution sets of the linear heat equation α t − α xx = 0 and backward linear heat equation
Note 1. Case 4 can be mapped by the transformationṽ = v + t to the case
where the functionβ =β(t,ṽ) runs through the solution set of the backward linear heat equatioñ β t +βṽṽ = 0. Equations from class (11) with n = −1, m = 0 and f ∈ {0, 1} are just different representations of the same equation. Potential systems corresponding to these two cases are connected with the above transformationṽ = v + t of potential variable v. Note 2. Cases 5, 6 and 7 are reduced to case 4 by the point transformations {t = t,x = x + t,ũ = u}, {t = t,x = e εt x,ũ = e −εt u} and (12), respectively. Symmetries of potential system (14) were investigated in [11] , however, cases 3 and 4 are omitted there. It is explained by choice of another representation of equation (11). Above we present the first complete list of potential symmetries of equation (11) associated with potential system (14) for arbitrary m.
There exists only one inequivalent case of potential system (15) that gives potential symmetries for equation (11) , namely, f = x, n = −1 and m = 0. Lie algebra of potential symmetries in this case has the form 9. f = x, n = −1, m = 0:
Note 3. In this section we have presented the classification of local conservation laws and the first generation of potential symmetries of class (11) . To complete investigation of potential symmetries in this class, it is necessary to study potential systems depending on several potentials and systems constructed with potential conservation laws of class (11) . Using the potential equivalence methods, in the next section we also describe general potential symmetries of linearized equations from this class.
Applications of potential equivalence transformations
In a way analogous to class (3) (see the end of Section 2), potential equivalence transformations (PETs) can be effectively applied to explain the provenance of potential symmetries of equations from class (11) . The main tool again is the potential hodograph transformatioñ
Transformation (16) differs from (7) in the sign of t due to a difference in the representations of classes (3) and (11) and will be additionally modified via composing with point transformations in order to present the imaged equations in canonical forms. We need to interpret only cases 1-3, 8 and 9 of nontrivial potential symmetries from Section 5 since cases 5-7 are reduced to case 4 by point transformations and case 4 coincides, up to alternating the sign of t, with case 1.1 from Section 2 whose interpretation is presented in the end of that section. We also consider subclasses including cases to be interpreted and show that the provenance of potential symmetries is connected with extensions of Lie symmetry groups of the corresponding potential equations.
The equation of form (11) with these values of the arbitrary elements is the Burgers equation u t = u xx + 2uu x . The associated potential system v x = u, v t = u x + u 2 is mapped to the potential systemṽx =ũ,ṽt =ũx of the linear heat equationũt =ũxx, constructed with the conservation law having the characteristic 1, by the transformation T :t = t,x = x,ũ = ue v ,ṽ = e v . Analogously to the u −2 -diffusion equation, the whole set of potential systems (of all levels) of the Burgers equation consists of the preimages of the potential systems of the linear heat equation, corresponding to the tuples of characteristics including the characteristic 1 as the first element, with respect to transformation T identically prolonged to the other potentials. Let us recall that the potential systems of the linear heat equation are exhausted by the first-level potential systems of form 4 with f = 1 (see section 2) [21, 23] . Therefore, the maximal level of potentials and potential systems of the Burgers equation equals two. All properties of potential symmetries of the Burgers equation follow from the similar properties of the linear heat equation, including the existence of an infinite series of potential symmetry algebras of all possible potential orders, which are isomorphic to the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the linear heat equation. n = −1, m = 0. We have the mapping
The imaged 'potential' equations form the class of semilinear convection-diffusion equations whose group classification is known [22] . Only two inequivalent cases of this classification (the linear heat equation with f = 0 and the Burgers equation with f =ṽ) lead to inequivalent cases of potential symmetries in class (11) . We neglect the case f = 0 as was already discussed (case 4).
In the case f = x =ṽ both potential systems (14) and (15) give nontrivial potential symmetries. The corresponding equation from class (11) is a well known integrable equation [18, p. 129 ] (see also [19, p. 328] ).
The maximal Lie symmetry algebra of the potential system (14) (case 3) is the preimage, with respect to the transformation
of the maximal Lie symmetry algebra ∂t, ∂x,t∂x − ∂ṽ, 2t∂t +x∂x −ṽ∂ṽ,t 2 ∂t +tx∂x − (tṽ +x)∂ṽ of the Burgers equationṽt =ṽxx +ṽṽx, prolonged toũ according to the equalityũ =ṽx. Therefore, these algebras are isomorphic. For the potential system (15) with f = x, n = −1 and m = 0 (case 9) we need to modify transformation (16) :
The equationṽt = (ṽ −2ṽx )x +ṽ −2ṽx arises under the group classification of convection-diffusion equations [22] . It is reduced to the remarkable diffusion equationvt = (v −2vx )x by the point transformationt =t,x = ex,v = e −xṽ . Its maximal Lie invariance algebra is A = ∂t, ∂x, 2t∂t +ṽ∂ṽ, e −x ∂x + e −xṽ ∂ṽ) .
The prolongation of A toũ according to the equalityũ = −ṽ −3ṽx is an image of the algebra of case 9. Therefore, the algebra of case 9 is isomorphic to A and the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the diffusion equationvt = (v −2vx )x. The united potential system of (14) and (15) with f = x, n = −1 and m = 0 also admits Lie symmetries inducing potential symmetries of the equation u t = (u −1 ) xx + 1. It is mapped to a system equivalent to the linear heat equation by transformation (16) supplemented with v * = e v * /2 . Namely, we have the transformation
As a result, the whole set of inequivalent potential systems (of all levels) of the equation u t = (u −1 ) xx + 1 consists of systems (14) and (15), the united system of (14) and (15) and the systems obtained by the following procedure: We take any potential system of the linear heat equationṽ * t =ṽ * xx and supplement it with the equationsṽ = 2ṽ * x /ṽ * andũ =ṽx definingṽ andũ. The equationsṽt =ũx +ṽṽx andṽ * t = 1 4ṽ * ṽ2 + 1 2ṽ * ũ are differential consequences of the above equations inṽ * ,ṽ andũ. Then the inverse of transformation (16) extended to v * byṽ * = e v * /2 and identically extended to the other potentials gives the potential system of the equation u t = (u −1 ) xx + 1.
The studied structure of the set of potential symmetries allows us to conclude that the potential symmetries of this equation are exhausted by cases 3 and 9 and the potential symmetry algebras constructed from Lie and potential symmetry algebras of the linear heat equation using the described procedure of extension and mapping.
Finally, the above consideration shows that the well known integrable equations u t = u xx , u t = (u −2 u x ) x , u t = (u −2 u x ) x +u −2 u x , u t = u xx +uu x and u t = (u −2 u x ) x +1 are singled out from classes of quasilinear second-order evolution equations with the properties of possessing infinite series of infinite-dimensional algebras of potential symmetries, isomorphic to the maximal Lie invariance algebra of the linear heat equation. Moreover, these equations are connected to each other by potential equivalence transformations. n = −1, m = 1. The corresponding subclass of class (11) is mapped by (16) in the following way
The imaged 'potential' equations vt =ṽxx + f (ṽ) (17) form the class of of semilinear heat equations with sources. The problem of group classification in class (17) was solved in [9] (see also [13] ). The linear equations from the list presented in [9] induce cases 4-6 already discussed. Excluding them, there is only one representative in the list, whose preimage with respect to (16) possesses potential symmetries. Namely, the equation of form (17) with f = εṽ lnṽ has the maximal Lie invariance algebra ∂t, ∂x, e εtṽ ∂ṽ, 2e εt ∂x − εe εtxṽ ∂ṽ .
Preimaging this case of Lie symmetry extension in the class (17), we obtain case 2 of the classification of potential symmetries in class (11) . The same trick with preimaging with respect to the potential hodograph transformation (16) can be applied to construct potential nonclassical symmetries in the initial subclass singled out by the conditions n = −1 and m = 1. This is easy to do because nonclassical symmetries of the equations from the class (17) have been already investigated [3, 8, 10] . The corresponding exact solutions were constructed by the reduction method in [3, 8] , see also [27] . Nonlinear equations of form (17) possess purely nonclassical symmetries with nonvanishing coefficients of ∂t if and only if f is a cubic polynomial inṽ, i.e., f = aṽ 3 + bṽ 2 + cṽ + d, where a, b, c, and d are arbitrary constants, a = 0 and the coefficient b can be put equal to 0 by translations with respect to v. Up to the equivalence generated by translations with respect to v and x, such symmetries are exhausted by the following operators (hereafter b = 0 and µ = |c|/2):
∂t − 3µ coth(µx)∂x − 3µ 2 cosech 2 (µx)ṽ∂ṽ.
Using PET (16), we are able to obtain potential nonclassical symmetries of equation (11) with n = −1, m = 1 and f = ax 3 + bx 2 + cx + d, where a = 0 and we assume b = 0, which are associated with potential system (14):
Note that the operator presented for the case a < 0 is in fact usual nonclassical symmetry since it is projectible to the space (t, x, u).
There exist two ways to use mappings between equations in the investigation of nonclassical symmetries. Suppose that nonclassical symmetries of the imaged equation are known. The first way is to take the preimages of the constructed operators. Then we can reduce the initial equation with respect to the preimaged operators to find its non-Lie exact solutions. The above way seems to be non-optimal since the ultimate goal of the investigation of nonclassical symmetries is the construction of exact solutions. This observation is confirmed by the fact that the imaged equation and the associated nonclassical symmetry operators often have a simpler form and therefore, are more suitable than their preimages. This is why the second way based on the implementation of reductions in the imaged equation and preimaging the obtained exact solutions instead of preimaging the corresponding reduction operators is preferable. The same observation is true for Lie symmetries.
For example, the equation u t = [(u −1 ) x −x 3 u] x is mapped by (16) to the equationṽt =ṽxx−ṽ 3 . Therefore, we have the mapping between solutions The imaged 'potential' equationṽt =ṽxx +ṽ 3 x possesses only trivial shift and scale Lie symmetries. Namely, its maximal Lie invariance algebra is generated by the operators ∂ t , ∂ x , ∂ v and 4t∂ t +2x∂ x +v∂ v . Its first prolongation with respect to x gives the maximal Lie invariance algebra ∂ t , ∂ x , ∂ v , 4t∂ t + 2x∂ x + v∂ v − u∂ u of the imaged potential system. Usually such simple operators do not induce purely potential symmetries via potential equivalence transformations similar to the potential hodograph transformation. This is not the case here since due to the complexity of the applied transformation the preimage of the scale operator 4t∂ t + 2x∂ x + v∂ v − u∂ u is a purely potential symmetry.
Conclusion
The complete classification of potential symmetries for a given partial differential equation can be achieved by considering all the potential systems corresponding to the finite-dimensional subspaces of the space of conservation laws of the equation. Further study can be introduced in determining conservation laws for the potential systems which, in turn, lead to the second generation of potential systems. Lie symmetries can be derived for the second generation of potential systems with the optimal goal to obtain potential symmetries for the original equation.
The so-called hidden potential symmetries that appear recently in [12] are ordinary potential symmetries which can be obtained using the approach described in the present paper. We point out that, to our knowledge, hidden potential symmetries do not appear in the literature. For details about hidden Lie point symmetries the reader can refer to [1] (see also [19, p. 197] ).
